Partner with the
world leader in
Brewery Automation
usa.siemens.com/brewery

Who we are
As the oldest, largest automation
company in the World, Siemens has
deep expertise in the brewing industry –
linking electrification, automation,
and digitalization.
Siemens stands for reliable solutions
of the highest possible quality which
allows our brewing customers to focus
on delivering the highest quality beer
to their customers.
Proven solutions in the
following applications:
Process and Utilities

World Class Local Service
and Support

What we do
We deliver on helping breweries
increase production, reduce
costs and bring products to
market quicker.
How we do it
We apply our brewing process
experience and expertise through
a proven methodology to take you
from where you are today to where

you want to be. Our efforts are focused
on your KPIs. From raw materials and
brewing, to packaging, we help you
realize your goals. Including:
 Leverage scalable brewery
automation systems to fit the full
range of market requirements.
 Enjoy peace of mind with our global
support – before, during and after
your product launches.

Industrial Automation and Controls

Power Distribution

Packaging Line Automation

Applying our
brewing expertise

What customers are saying about Siemens
Brewing Systems
 ”Because of their robust platform, they line up with my 3
core values; Technology, Quality, and Service, and have
distribution points around the world. The system does
not break, and that’s what I need.”
 “We doubled our capacity for brewing when we put the
Siemens brewing solutions in.”
 “The Siemens Brewing Solution allows us to be craft
orientated and actually accents the craft aspect of
the beer.”
 “Siemens is a partner that we can rely on to get done what
we set out to do; make some of the greatest beers and
make some great times available for people.“
 “Its great to partner with a company that can walk you
through and knows the thing like the back of their hand. 		
Siemens is performance you can trust when you are putting
it in your process. You know that there is a whole host of 		
people that are going to help you get that performance and
efficiency that you are looking for.”

